
French Regimental Buttons 
 
$.60 each for sizes under .85” diameter 
$.75 each for sizes .85” to .99” 
$1.00 each for sizes 1.00” and larger 
 
500 of any one button are $.10 less.   
Prices do not include shipping. 
Gold, Brass or Silver plated buttons are an additional 
$1.00 each. See the plating pdf for more info. 

Name: ____________________________ 
 
Address: __________________________ 
 
__________________________________ 
 
Phone: ____________________________ 
 
Email:_____________________________ 

 
Write the quantity desired (minimum of 5) to the right of the button size, and return this form 
with your order.  If you want a gold, brass or silver plated button, write G, B or S after the 
order quantity.  
 
Many French regimental buttons were made of brass (ie yellow). This can be economically 
simulated by brass plating the pewter button. The minimum order for brass plating is 50 
buttons.  
 
2    .93” 
2    .65” 
5    .65” 
7    .69” 
8    .85” 
8    .60” 
9    .69” 
13  .67” 
18  .93” 
18 new .60” 
30  .64” 
41  .92” 
41  .66” 
53  .67” 
68  .69” 
70 new .58” 

70 new .90” 
74  .66” 
85  .68” 
90  .66” 
104 new .89” 
104 new .64” 
Corps of Engineers 1.03” Gold 
Marine & Colonial – Anchor 1.00” 
Marine & Colonial – Anchor new .65” 
Marine 1.08” 
Marine .93” 
Marine .72”  
General Officer 1.05” Gold 
General Officer .71” Gold 
Anchor w/wreath & horns 1.01” Gold 

    

Reproduction buttons are made from an impression taken of the original button.  New buttons were created from photographs or 
descriptions of a button and may not be correct in every detail, or they may be made from a button whose provenance is unknown. 
 
Note that several of these buttons, such as the 2, 5, 7, and 9, were also used on Massachusetts Continental Army uniforms of 1778 
and are known as “Ordnance” buttons. 
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